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Scottish Widows comments on Spring Budget 2017 
 
NIC changes could make it easier to develop pension system 
 

Catherine Stewart, retirement expert at Scottish Widows, said:  

“The Government has signalled greater parity in the treatment of taxation and national insurance 

contributions between the self-employed, those who are individual incorporated and the 

employed.  Synchronising the treatment of taxation and NICs could make it easier to develop our 

pension system so that it works for everyone in the labour force.  

 

“For example, this may pave the way for self-employed NICs to be given the same status as NIC 

relief on employer contributions to workplace pensions.” 

 

Tens of thousands penalised by pension annual allowance  
 

Pete Glancy, Head of Industry Development at Scottish Widows, said:  

“It’s disappointing that the cut will go ahead as it will penalise those who need to make use of 

pension freedoms. Those drawing from their pension will not be able to save more than £4,000 into 

their pension – that’s a 60% reduction in the amount people can save.  

 

“We estimate that tens of thousands of people will be affected by this change, and especially 

vulnerable customers who do not have access to professional financial support. It’s vital that we 

ensure support is available for those who need it, and we must remember that there will be people 

who have taken some money from their pension already. There’s a big educational job to be done by 

providers, advisers and public services to ensure that the new rules are understood by customers 

before they make at retirement decisions.” 

 

Young apprentices, parental responsibility and the need for appropriate 
financial protection 
 

Johnny Timpson, protection specialist at Scottish Widows, said:  

"The Government’s commitment to extending apprenticeships and training is welcome. However, as 

many of these young people are under the age of 22, they’ll continue to be reliant on parental 

support, particularly in light of housing benefit for new claims ending for 18-21 year olds from this 

April. This parental dependency was a key reason for Scottish Widows Protect recently extending the 

upper age of its children's critical Illness definition to age 22." 
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Scottish Widows backs social covenant to support self-funding families  
 

Stuart Paton Evans, Retirement Propositions Director at Scottish Widows, said:  

“In committing to the Green Paper within the next couple of months, the Chancellor expressed that 

the Government intends to take action by addressing social care provision, and funding for the 

medium and longer-term.  The Chancellor also ruled out a ‘death tax’, which would indicate that 

assets such as pensions and household equity are likely to be brought into scope as part of the 

solution.  

 

“However, as part of any new approach, Scottish Widows would be supportive of a new social 

covenant implemented by the Government to enable self-funding families to continue sharing their 

hard-earned wealth within their own family.  This is particularly important given that self-funders are 

currently subsidising care beds that are funded by local authorities.” 

 

Tax clampdown on overseas pensions could help stop pension scammers 
 

Stuart Paton Evans, Retirement Propositions Director at Scottish Widows, said: 

“The introduction of a 25% tax charge on transfers of UK pensions into Qualifying Recognised 

Overseas Pension Schemes (QROPS) will make them less appealing for savers wishing to avoid UK 

taxation. There will be exemptions to allow pensioners with a genuine need to do this tax-free, 

particularly where the individual and pension scheme are situated in the European Economic area, 

the saver is moving to the country where the provider operates, or the transfer is to an occupational 

scheme sponsored by the individual’s employer. 

 

“This continues the tax clampdown on overseas pensions that was introduced in the Autumn 

Statement in 2016 and could also help reduce the opportunity for pension scammers who have 

looked to utilise QROPS to scam pensioners of their savings.” 

 


